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Title word cross-reference

#PrettyFlyForAWiFi [BBEM21].

$B^3$ [GCY+23], $K$ [SCL+17, CHMM22].

$\text{-Means}$ [SCL+17], $\text{-Nearest}$ [CHMM22].

2.0 [NVM+17].

Amazon [EJL +23]. Analyses [HWS +23].

Analyzing [IMT +20]. Analysis
[AKM +21, BBV23, BCLR22, BDG18, BAO +21, CPC +18, CNA +23, DABK22, JK21, KKHMY23, MGspl17, NS22, OvdHLK22, OBC +17, PB22, RBS +17, SCRv20, SNKK20, SRRM18, VCT21, WROR18, EH24]. Analytical [CECE19].

Analyzer [DBR23]. Analyzing
[AM21, SBP21]. Anchor
[WyW +23, KYREV19]. Android
[AKM +21, CHK24, DABK22, MVBK21, OMA +19, WROR18, YTF +18].

Anonymization
[BJJA22, HCF23, MOW +21]. Anti
[SMA18]. Anti-Virtual [SMA18].

Antivirus [BMN +22]. Apache [BJJA22].

App [BBG +23, Sag23, SS24]. Applications
[DBR23, GKM16, KMY24, LAK +22, RBS +17, SPN +23]. Approach
[BJJA22, CyZ +22, CNA +23, LKB23, LMMV20, LCSF18, MOW +21, OMA +23, OEG +19, SCL +17]. Approaches [CAL +21].

Approximate [MGspl17]. Apps
[WROR18]. Architecture [NVM +17].

Architectures [BCLR22]. Area [SNKK20].

Arm [KYP19]. ASR [PK24]. Assessing
[AGK23]. Assessment
[GAHD23, OBFR24, VCRS23]. Assessments
[EJL +23]. Assistant [DBDM23].

Att & CK [AGK23]. Attack [BMSD21, KCS +23, MGspl17, SYRJ17, YTF +18].

Attacks
[CSC +23, KPFH20]. Attentional [LD +23].

Attestation
[HKL +21, WPR19]. Attribute
[GL18, RF20, ZJK +22]. Attribute-based
[ZJK +22]. Attribute-supporting [RF20].

Audio [MGN +17, PK24]. Audit [YLV +19].

Auditing [BKH +23, MIA +18]. Auditory
[MGN +17]. Augmented [LAK +22].

Augmenting [AV18]. Authenticated
[JJK +21]. Authentication
[AV18, AAK +21, ACFH +23, CHK24, CHK +20, FFK +22, HKWH23, JK21, KV20, MRS +17, MM23, NRS20, SCRv20, SMS24, SRRM18, WJTL23, WAK +19, ZAK +21, ZJK +22]. Authorities [DKC16].

Authorization [CEG +22, RF20].

Authorship [AAMN21]. Automated
[BCLR22, EJL +23, PB22]. Automatic
[CZY +22, EBJ +23]. Automatically
[SBP21]. Automation [SWAS +23].

Automotive [SGK +24]. AutoProfile
[PB22]. Aware [CHK24, HCF23, AAK +21].

Backdoor [GCC +23]. Balance [QWK24].

Balancing [HOT23]. Band [NR20].

Bandwidth [HYG20]. Banking
[CPC +18, RBS +17]. Based
[AKM +21, HZL21, IM22, JP19, MGN +17, OvdHLK22, PSZ18, RPA16, SNKK18, TSH17, WJTL23, WL20, AMO21, AJP23, BR23, BK20, CSC +23, DMIP20, LMMV20, QPL +22, SKSE22, SMS24, YTF +18, ZJK +22].

Beacon [WVVM23]. Beam [NKS +19].

Beautiful [SSSB22]. Behavior
[RPA16, SYRJ17]. Behavior-Based
[RPA16]. Behavioral [OMA +19, ZAK +21].

Benefits [MM23]. Best [BBV23]. Beta
[MV18]. Better [CHK +20]. Between
[DBDM23]. Beyond [URK23, DABK22].

Bias [HSHC20]. bile [RBS +17]. Binaries
[ASWD18, PA21]. Binary
[CSS +22, DBR23, LDT +23, SAG23]. Binsec
[DBR23]. Binsec/Rel [DBR23]. Biometric
[HKWH23, SRRM18]. Biometrics
[ERLM16]. Bit [SS24]. Bitcoin [EH24].

Black [GTY +23, IM22]. Black-Box
[IM22, GY +23]. Blockchain [BRGL24].

Blowup [HYG20]. Blue [SHE +21].

Bluetooth [ATR20]. Bounding [DDW22].
Deception

[SWAS+23, ALR+22, SHE+21].

Deep [AAMN21, DABK22, DKC16].

Deepfake [WML+24, TYH+24].

DEEPFAKER [WML+24].

DeepMark [TYH+24].

Defending [LIK23, WVVM+23].

Defenses

[CAL+21, HZL21, PMP+23, QGS+22].

Defenses [DSS+23].

Defined [KYREV+19].

Deletion

[RSR23].

Denial [BMA+22].

Denial-of-Service

[BMA+22].

Design [MC21, AHF23].

Designing [WY21].

Desktops [BP20].

Detect [NKGY20].

Detecting

[AMO21, GAS+16, IOF+17, KH23, KMY24, OMA+19].

Detection

[AJP23, BBEM+21, CSC+23, CVW+21, DABK22, DCB+21, DCK16, KCS+23, LDT+23, PMP+23, SBP21, SYRJ17, TYH+24, WML+24].

Detectors [SNK20].

Developer [SGA19].

Development

[MC21, PFR+20].

Device [WPR19].

Devices

[ACFH+23, CNA+23, NVM+17, OvdHLK22].

DeviceWatch [CNA+23].

Diachronic [SZC20].

Diagnostics [BMS+21].

Differentially

[CHMM22, RCBK19, SCL+17, ZKL23].

Digital

[MC21].

Dilemma

[KPFH20].

Dimension [PFBH19].

Dimensional

[BJJ22].

Discovering

[BMA+22].

Discovery

[HWS+23].

Discriminative

[BP20].

Disease

[AJP23].

Distance

[DDW22].

Distance-Bounding

[DDW22].

Distributed

[FMIJS22, GAHD23, KP18, SPN+23].

Distribution

[CSL+24].

Dive

[DABK22].

DNS

[NKGY20].

Does

[BAO+21].

Domain

[BKSR24, CSL+24, LSWR22, Pow19].

Domain-Adapted

[BKSR24].

Domain-independent

[LSWR22].

Domains

[NKGY20, RPA16].

Don’t

[AL16, BCK17].

Downgrade

[ATR20].

Downloads

[MCC+21].

DREBIN

[DABK22].

Driven

[AWK23, BMS+21, CSL+24, CNA+23, SPN+23].

Drones

[BBEM21, KKS+19, SNCK18].

Dynamic

[AM21, CECE19, CSA+21, CSS+22].

Eavesdropping

[CCC+19].

Ecosystem

[RVS+18].

Edge

[AHB23, QGS+22].

Effective

[SBP21].

Effectiveness

[AWK23].

Effects

[KPFH20].

Efficient

[AJP23, AK22, ASWD+18, CSL+24, CSC+23, HWS+23, KKK+18, KYCP19, MGSP+17, RPA+16, RF20, ZZYY23].

EI-MTD

[QGS+22].

Election

[OBC+17].

Email

[RAD+19].

Embedded

[BMS+21].

Embedding

[SZC+20, WYW+23].

Emerging

[SZC20].

Empirical

[QPL+22].

Enclave

[SPN+23].

Enclaves

[CSS+22].

Encounters

[DBB23].

Encrypted

[CSC+23, FFK+22, PTT22].

Encryption

[CSA+21, KKK+18, PLSV+17].

End

[JJK+21, SPN+23].

End-to-End

[SPN+23].

Energy

[AJP23, ATR20].

Enforcement

[BCLR22, LMM23].

Engagement

[KPFH20].

Engineering

[SGA19].

Enhancing

[BDG18, WJTL23].

Enterprise

[DBB23].

Environment

[MRS+17, ZD18].

Environments

[CO22, DBB23, EJ+23].

Episodic

[WAK+19].

Erasure

[DBR23].

ErsatzPasswords

[GAS+16].

Euler

[KHK23].

Eval

[AM21].

Evaluating

[APS+17, WAG17, WJTL23].

Evaluation

[AKM+21, ACFH+23, CPC+18, DCB+21, GAHD23, MC21, WML+24].

Evasion

[CO22].

Eve

[ERLM16].

Event

[SPN+23].

Event-driven

[SPN+23].

Evil

[AM21].

Evolutionary

[WY21].

Example

[OBC+17].

Examples

[PK24, SBBR19].

Exchange

[AK22, JJK+21].

EXEmplars

[DCB+21].

Exfiltration

[dGBSS22].

Existence

[CEG+22].

Existing

[CAL+21].

Experimental

[DCB+21, OBF24].

Experiments

[CEG+22].

Explainable

[LD+23].

Exploitable

[KMY24].

Exploitation

[CAL+21].

Exploiting
Extended [OMA+19], Extension [PSZ18], Extensive [JK21], Extreme [EBJ+23], Eye [ERLM16, SRRM18], Eyes [ZLD+24].

Face [QPL+22], Facebook [IOF+17], Facial [QPL+22, WML+24], Factor [SCRV20, JK21, JJK+21, SMS24], Factorization [EBJ+23, KKK+18], Factors [LCSF18], Fair [AK22], Families [EBJ+23].

Far [DDW22], Farms [IOF+17], Fast [PRSV17, SRRM18], Feasible [CO22], Feature [AAMN21], Features [BP20, GAHD23], Federated [LYS23], Feedback [AS20], Feedforward [AS20].

FENCE [CO22], File [CEČE19], FIMCE [ZD18], Financial [BAO+21], Finding [AHS21, HSH20], Fingerprinting [KCS+23, SNCK18, TSH17], Fingerprints [AMO21, MSSK16], Fire [RMP21], Fit [BAO+21], Fix [PHR+20], Flexible [HLK+21], Flooding [LSW22], Flow [BDG18, WROR18, GM18], Focused [AKM+21], Follow [SGA19], Following [NKGY20], Forensics [OB22, OBF24, FFB19], Formal [BCLR22, JK21, LMVM20, SCR20].

Forward [BN24], FOSS [ASWD18], FOSSIL [ASWD18], Four [RAD+19], Framework [AJP23, AGK23, BDST22, CHK24, GM18, GAHD23, HYG20, IF22, SZC20, SBBR19, STT17, TYH+24, VCRS23, WROR18].

Fraud [CPC+18, PMP+23], Frequency [CSL+24, Pow19], Friendly [BMP21], Fully [KKK+18, ZDL18], Function [ACK22, GWXY23], Functions [ASWD18, KMY24], Future [EH24], Fuzzing [BMA+22].

Game [MC21, OEG+19, STT17, YLV+19, ZJK+22]. Game-Theoretic [OEG+19, STT17], Games [ACK22, STT17], Gapped [dGBS22], Gateways [RSV+18], GEF [SZC20], General [HWZ+23, SBBR19, WROR18, ZBA18], General-Purpose [ZBA18], Generalized [GWXY23], Generating [CVW+21, MM22], Generation [PB22], Generative [YTF+20], Generators [HSHC20], Genomic [HAHT17, HOS23, Wag17], GGM [GWXY23], Global [MRS+17].

Google [AL16], Government [OEG+19], GPLADD [OEG+19], GPS [NKYS+19], Gradients [URK23], Graph [CNA+23, LDT+23, LYS23, MGSP17, NKGY20, RF20, SZC20, ZPK18, ZZYY23], Graph-database [RF20], Graph-Inference [CNA+23], Graphs [HCF23, SMGS24], Group [BKÖ20, CEČE19, CDNW24], Group-based [BKÖ20], Group-key [CEČE19], Guarantees [APS+17], Guided [BMA+22], Gyroscopes [SNCK18], GyrosFinger [SNCK18].

Habituation [KPFH20], Hacker [SZC20], Handling [AMA18], Hardware [AMO21], Hardware-based [AMO21], Hazy [ZLD+24], Head [CSC+23, CDNW24, SHE+21], Healthcare [AJP23], here [SHE+21], Heterogeneous [SPN+23, WDA+24], Hidden [LAK+22], Hierarchical [CGG+16, EBJ+23, GWXY23, OGN16], hijacking [NKS+19], History [CSL+24], History-Driven [CSL+24], HOL [HMB23], Homomorphic [KKK+18], HotFuzz [BMA+22], HTML5 [DMIP20], Human [LCSF18, OBC+17, ZKB+23], Human-centered [ZBK+23], Human-Intensive [OBC+17], Hunting [Pow19], Hybrid [BIIA22, RCBK19, SCL+17].
Iceberg [AHSM21]. ID [WDA+24].
Identification [AAMN21, BP20, GAHD23].
Identifying [ASWD18, CNA+23, SZC20]. if [SHE+21]. I’m [AL16]. Imbalance
BDBM23, EB1+23. Implementation
[KYCP19]. Implementing [ZBA18].
Implications [CHK+20]. Implicit
[IMT+20]. Improve [OBC+17]. Improved
[MGN+17]. Improving [ZJK+22].
Imputation [CHMM22]. Incomplete
[SAG23]. Inconsistencies [OBF24].
Independent [BKÖ20, CGG+16, LSWR22].
Industrial [LMM23]. Inference [CNA+23, GL18, MGSP+17, NKGY20, VWMV23].
Information
[ACKP22, GM18, RSR23, SAG23].
Information-flow [GM18]. Informed
[JKLM+18]. Infrastructure
[BMSD21, DDS+23, SNKK20]. Inhibiting
[GAS+16]. InkFiltration [dGBSS22].
Inkjet [dGBSS22]. Insider [ERLM16].
Inspection [BMN+22]. Integrity
[AMO21, BDG18, BCK17, MCC+21].
Intelligence [MM22, QGS+22, SGK+24].
Intensive [OBC+17]. Intention [SGA19].
Inter [WROR18]. Inter-component
[WROR18]. Interaction [KPFH20].
Interactions [BMPS21]. Interdependent
[HAHT+17]. Interference [GM18]. Internet
[RMSB17]. Interorganizational [IF22].
Interpreter [AM21]. Intersection [PSZ18].
Intra [KYCP19]. Intra-level [KYCP19].
Introducing [PFB19]. Intrusion
[CVW+21]. intrusive [QWK24]. Invasion
[BBEM21]. Inversion [URK23].
Investigating [AKW23, SG19]. IoT
[BMPS21, BBV23, NV+17, OvdHLK22].
IP [CCC+19]. Isabelle
[HMB23]. Isabelle/HOL
[HMB23]. Isolated [ZD18].
Isolation [MJA+18]. ISOTOP
[MJA+18]. ISP
[RPA16]. Iterative [OBC+17].
JavaScript [KMY24]. Just
[PPK+18]. Just-In-Time [PPK+18].
Kernel [JTG+18, PPK+18].
Kernel-Informed [JTG+18]. Key
[ATR20, BM18, JJK+21, OBC+17, CECE19].
Keyboard [CCC+19]. Keyboards
[AWK23]. Keystroke [KH20]. KIST
[JTG+18]. Know [AL16]. Knowledge
[HCF23, SMGS24].
Labeling [SBP21]. Land [OB22].
Language [BKS+24, MGN+17]. Large
[AAMN21, DMI20, EH24, RPA16, VCT21, WJTL23]. Large-Scale
[VCT21, WJTL23, AAMN21, DMI20].
Lateral [KH23]. Launched [EH24]. Layer
[SS24]. Layers [MJA+18]. Lazy
[NRS20]. Leakage [ACKP22, CSA+21, SAG23]. Leap
[SHC24]. Learned [KKHM23]. Learning
[AAMN21, BR23, CSL+24, DBC+21].
GCY+23, HZL21, IM22, LSWR22, LDT+23, LYS23, Pow19, QWK24]. Learning-Based
[HZL21, BR23]. Less [WL20]. Lessons
[KKHM23]. Let [AL16]. Level
[SS24, KYCP19]. Leveraging [MM22]. Life
[SB18]. Lightbox [KCS+23]. Lightning
[QWK24]. Lightweight [AAR+21]. Like
[ERLM16, IOF+17]. Linguistic [VCT21].
Link [KH23, WY+23, SHE+21]. Linkage
[RBK19, VCRS23]. Literacy [MC21].
Loading [IMT+20]. Location
[AV18, APS+17, JP19, STT17, SNCK18, WL20].
Location-Based [JP19, WL20]. Lock
[YTF+18]. Log [BR23]. Log-related
[BR23]. Logically [KRY+19]. Login
[SCR20]. Logit [PK24]. Logs
[BN24]. Lonely [AL16]. Long
[SJR+17]. Long-Span [SY+17]. Longitudinal
[BAO+21]. Look [UPGB18]. Looks
[ERLM16]. Low
[ATR20, CSL+24, HWS+23, NV+17].
Low-Cost
[NV+17, HWS+23].
Maat [SBP21]. MAC [GKM16]. Machine
[DCB+21, GCY+23, LSWR22, SAG23].
Main [GAHD23]. Making
[SHE+21].
Malicious
[CSC+23, NKGY20, Pow19, SMA18].
Malware [ASWD18, BDG18, BAO+21, DBB23, DABK22, DCB+21, EBJ+23, LCSF18, OMA+19, RPA16, SWAS+23, SBP21, UPGB18]. Malware-Control [RPA16]. MaMaDroid [OMA+19].
Markov [OMA+19]. Matching [RCBK19].
Modelling [SYRJ17]. Modelling [BCLR22].
Models [CECE19, GCY+23, OMA+19, WML+24].
Modes [KPFH20]. Modularized [ozy+22].
Money [RBS+17]. Monitoring [BDG18].
Mutation [AKM+21]. Mutation-Based [AKM+21].
Native [ACV+20]. Near [DDW22].
Nearest [CHMM22]. Need [RSR23].
Negative [EBJ+23]. Negotiation [ATR20].
Neighbor [CHMM22]. Network [AJP23, BKÖ20, CNA+23, CVW+21, KH23, LRRE23, MOW+21, QWK24, WY2W+23].
Network-based [AJP23]. Networks [AGS22, CO22, CGG+24, DKC16, GL18, KYREV19, MJA+18, RPA16, YTF+20, ZZYY+23].
Non-Interference [GM18]. Non-intrusive [QWK24]. Non-Negative [EBJ+23].
Notices [KPFH20]. Novel [BJJA22, WY2W+23]. Number [HSIC20].
Object [BCK17]. Objectives [SBBR19].
Observation [ZAK+21]. off [BCLR22].
Offline [GAS+16]. One [BAO+21, KKH23, Pow19]. One-class [Pow19].
Online [CGG+24, GL18, WJTL23].
Optimal [RMSB17, SS+24].
Optimal [RMSB17, SS+24]. Optimally [AK22]. Optimization [SCL+17, WY21].
Optimized \cite{SS24}. Optimizing \cite{STT17}. ORAM \cite{HYG20}. Orchestration \cite{SWAS+23}. Organizations \cite{CGG+16}. oriented \cite{CAL+21}. OS-Agnostic \cite{OB22}. OSINT \cite{MM22}. OT \cite{PSZ18}. Out-of-Band \cite{NRS20}. Outputs \cite{SNCK18}. Overtones \cite{Pow19}. PACA \cite{AAK+21}. Paired \cite{RAD+19}. Paper \cite{TSH17}. Paralinguistic \cite{AHB23}. Pareto \cite{DSS+23, RMSB17}. Pareto-optimal \cite{DSS+23}. Participants \cite{RAD+19}. Participatory \cite{RSR23}. Party \cite{BRGL24, BDST22, ZBA18, AK22, IM+20}. Passive \cite{NKGY20}. Password \cite{GAS+16, JJK+21, SB18, VCT21, WJTL23}. Password-authenticated \cite{JJK+21}. Passwords \cite{VCT21}. Pattern \cite{YTF18}. Patterns \cite{BR23, TSH17, VCT21}. Perception \cite{MGN+17}. Performance \cite{ACFH+23, BM18}. Perturbation \cite{CSL+24}. Phishing \cite{ZBK+23}. Phones \cite{BP20}. Photoelectric \cite{KCS+23}. Physical \cite{AGK23, LMMV20}. Physics \cite{LMMV20}. Physics-based \cite{LMMV20}. Pinning \cite{AV18}. PINs \cite{MBG+21}. Plain \cite{LAK+22}. Platform \cite{MVBK21, WML+24}. Platforms \cite{BMPS21}. Pointers \cite{ZBA18}. Poisoning \cite{PMP+23}. Policies \cite{IM22, Wag23}. Policy \cite{CEG+22}. POMDP \cite{HDL21}. Postmortems \cite{BR23}. Potential \cite{CAL+21}. Power \cite{BP20}. Practical \cite{DCB+21}. PMP+23 \cite{TSH17}. Practice \cite{DSS+23}. Practices \cite{BBV23}. Precise \cite{WROR18}. Precomputation \cite{GKM16}. Prediction \cite{ALR+22, KH23, OvdHLK22, WYW+23}. Presentation \cite{QPL+22}. Preserve \cite{MOW+21}. Preserving \cite{ALR+22, KKK+18, OGSN16, BKÖ20, CSA+21, HWZ+23, IF22, LYS23, SKS+22, VCRS23}. Preventing \cite{MSSK+21}. Primitives \cite{CDNW24}. Print \cite{AMO21}. Printers \cite{dGBSS22}. Prioritization \cite{FSC+18, YLV+19}. Priors \cite{URK23}. Privacy \cite{ALR+22, AHB23, APS+17, BBEM21, BKÖ20, CSA+21, HWZ+23, HAHT17, HOT23, IF22, JG+19, KPFH20, KKK+18, LAK+22, LYS23, MC21, MV18, MOW+21, NS22, OGSN16, SAG23, SGA19, STT17, VCRS23, Wag17, WY21, Wag23, WL20, AAK+21}. Privacy-Aware \cite{AAK+21}. Privacy-Preserving \cite{ALR+22, KKK+18, OGSN16, BKÖ20, CSA+21, HWZ+23, IF22, LYS23, VCRS23}. Privado \cite{BKÖ20}. Private \cite{BRGL24, CHMM22, FMLS22, PSZ18, RCBK19, SCL+17, ZBA18, ZKL23}. PrivExtractor \cite{BBEM21}. Privilege \cite{KYCP19}. Proactively \cite{SZC20}. Problem \cite{CGG+16, CEG+22}. Problems \cite{RBS+17}. Processes \cite{OBC+17}. Processing \cite{SKS+22, ZPK18}. Profile \cite{PB22}. Program \cite{SYRJ17}. Projects \cite{BR23}. Proofs \cite{BBG+23}. Properties \cite{OBC+17}. Protect \cite{YTF+20}. Protection \cite{ACV+20, AHB23, JG+19, PPK+18}. Protocol \cite{BDST22, HMB23, AAK+21}. Protocols \cite{CERE19, DDW22, JK21, SS24}. Providers \cite{BKÖ20}. Providing \cite{CHK+20}. Proximity \cite{APS+17, WHR+22}. Proxy \cite{PRSV17}. PRShare \cite{IF22}. Pseudorandom \cite{GWXY23}. Public \cite{BM18, RVS+18}. Publish \cite{PRSV17, WL20}. Publish/Subscribe \cite{PRSV17}. Publishing \cite{OGNS16}. Pump \cite{WJTL23}. Purpose \cite{ZBA18}. Purposes \cite{BG+18}. Quality \cite{MM22}. Quantifying \cite{HAHT17, OEG+19}. Quantitative \cite{HWS+23}. Quantum \cite{HSCH20}. Queries \cite{HOT23, RF20}. Query \cite{NS22, SKE+22, ZZYY23}. Query-efficient \cite{ZZYY23}. Query-Set-Size \cite{NS22}. Random \cite{HSCH20}. Range \cite{HOT23}. RansomShield \cite{LIK23}. Ransomware \cite{LIK23}. Re \cite{PRSV17}. Re-Encryption
[PRS17]. Real [BKH+23, BBEM21, BMN+22, KMY24, WJTL23, ZKL23].
Real-Time [BKH+23, BMN+22, ZKL23].
Real-World [WJTL23, BBEM21, KMY24].
Reality [LAK+22]. RealBAC [RF20].
Recognition [CZY+22]. Recognize [ZLD+24]. Recommendation [KKK+18].
Reinforcement [QWK24]. Rel [DBR23].
related [BR23]. Relations [SMGS24].
Renewability [ACV+20]. Replay [SRRM18]. Replay-Resistant [SRRM18].
Rescue [TSH17]. Resilience [AHF23].
Resilience-by-design [AHF23]. Resilient [ASWD18, HWZ+23, JP19, ZAK+21].
Resistant [SRRM18]. Resource [RMSB21].
Resources [IMT+20]. Reuse [PPK+18].
Revisiting [HKWH23]. Risk [AGK23, CHK24, OvHLK22, SHE+21, WJTL23].
Risk-aware [CHK24]. Risk-Based [WJTL23]. Risks [DBB3, DMIP20, HAHT17, LAK+22].
Robust [AAMN21, PK24, TYH+24].
Rogue [DKC16]. Runtime [LMM23].
Satisfiability [CGG+16]. Scalability [CECE19]. Scalable [KH23, PSZ18, TYH+24]. Scale [VCT21, WJTL23, AAMN21, DMIP20].
Schemes [ZAK+21]. Scores [DABK22].
Script [MSKK16]. Searchable [CSA+21].
Searching [HSHC20]. Secret [DBR23].
Secret-Erasue [DBR23]. Secure [BJM23, AK22, BRGL24, BN24, BMN+22, CECE19, E24, GKM16, LRRE23, PHR+20, PPT22, RAD+19, SSSB22, ZBA18].
Security [AHSM21, AKM+21, BBV23, BN24, BG18, CPC+18, C2Y+22, CH2+20, D2R3, E2L+23, GWXY23, HKWH23, HOT23, J2K+21, KYRE21, KYCP19, LSWL22, LMM23, LSCF18, MBG+21, MV23, N20, NVM+17, OBC+17, RVS+18, RMSB17, SP+23, SNKK20, SHE+21, SGK+24, WROR18, WJTL23].
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